Neutrophil-Derived Proteases Contribute to the Pathogenesis of Early Diabetic Retinopathy
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Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the leading cause of vision loss in the working age population worldwide and remains as a major clinical challenge to overcome.1,2 Compelling evidence suggests that subclinical inflammation induced by hyperglycemia plays an important role in the pathogenesis of DR, including retinal capillary degeneration.3,4 Binding of neutrophils and perhaps other leukocytes to the endothelium plays a critical role in the degeneration of retinal capillaries in diabetes, because germline deletion of intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) or CD18,5 expression of neutrophil inhibitory factor8 significantly inhibit retinal capillary degeneration. Thus, vascular cell cytotoxicity caused by leukocytes, including neutrophils,6,7 apparently contributes to retinal capillary degeneration, however, the underlying mechanism remains elusive.

Neutrophil serine proteases (NSPs), including neutrophil elastase (NE), proteinase 3, and cathepsin G, are granule-associated enzymes that are secreted from activated neutrophils.8 In addition to their participation in destruction of bacteria and other pathogens, NSPs have been implicated in many inflammatory human diseases, including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cystic fibrosis, acute respiratory distress syndrome,9 chronic kidney disease, and inflammatory bowel disease.10,11 In all these conditions, activated neutrophils secrete activated NE, thus driving local inflammation and pathology.12–15 Some of the inflammatory changes induced by NE in other diseases are similar to what has been identified to play a role in the development of DR, including involvement of nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB), Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88), and mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs).16–18 Additionally, we have recently reported that NE, encoded by the Elane gene, contributes to the vascular leakage in the early stages of DR, potentially...
via PAR2, MyD88, and NF-κB signaling. We hypothesize that proteases released from neutrophils, most probably NE, might be the key factors in the pathogenesis of capillary degeneration and in the molecular abnormalities that contribute to the diabetes-associated retinopathy.

**Research Design and Methods**

**Animals**

This study was performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO) Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and with authorization of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUCs) at Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) and University of California-Irvine (UCI).

Wild type male control C57BL/6J and C57BL/6NJ and NE-deficient mice (Elane−/−, abbreviated Elane−/) were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. Both the C57BL/6J and C57BL/6NJ are reported by the Jackson Laboratory to be acceptable controls for the Elane−/− mice, and we examined this again in nondiabetic and diabetic animals. Mice overexpressing hAAT in C57BL/6J background were obtained from Dr. Eli Lewis of the Ben-Gurion University of the Negev in Israel and were re-derived upon arrival to CWRU by the Transgenic and Targeting Facility.

Diabetes was induced at 2 to 3 months of age by intraperitoneal injection (IP) of streptozotocin (60 mg/kg of body weight) for 5 consecutive days. The onset of diabetes was defined as 3 sequential measurements of blood glucose over 275 mg/dL. HbA1c was measured every 2 to 3 months after establishment of diabetes and 2 in nondiabetic and diabetic control mice. Mice overexpressing Elane were generated by transplanting bone marrow from Elane−/− donors into irradiated wild type (WT) host mice (WT/WT). "Reverse" chimeric mice, where only marrow-derived cells lacked Elane (the rest of the animal is Elane−/−-deficient), were generated by transplanting bone marrow from WT donors into Elane−/− recipient host mice (WT→Elane−/−). Transplantation of WT marrow cells back into irradiated nondiabetic and diabetic WT animals (WT N→WT N and WT D→WT D, respectively) served as controls for the irradiation process. Diabetes was induced in appropriate animals 2 to 3 weeks before irradiation to ensure that irradiation-induced destruction of immune cells did not affect diabetes severity. One week after the bone marrow transplantation was identified as the beginning of the experiment.

**Two- and Eight-Month Studies**

Diabetic mice and age-matched non-diabetic control mice were studied after 2 months or 8 months of diabetes (i.e. 4 and 10 months of age). For animals in the 8-month studies, one eye was used to analyze capillary degeneration (present manuscript), whereas the other eye was used to assess vascular permeability and was reported previously.

**Leukocyte-Mediated Cytotoxicity to Retinal Endothelial Cells**

Leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity toward mouse retinal endothelial cells (mRECs) was assayed as previously described. Transformed murine retinal endothelial cells, a kind gift of Dr. Nader Sheibani, were isolated from the retinas of Immorto-mice, as previously described. For some experiments, we compared the endothelial cytotoxicity of purified neutrophils from diabetic mice to that using the unfractionated leukocyte pool. Briefly, 100,000 white blood cells from peripheral blood or neutrophils isolated from bone marrow using the EasySep Mouse Neutrophil Enrichment Kit (Stemcell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada) from non-diabetic or diabetic mice were incubated with mRECs for 6 hours. In some experiments, a general protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) was added into the medium at a ratio of 1:200, or sivelestat (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) was used at a final concentration of 100 μM. The mRECs were then removed and labeled with an antibody against CD144 or CD31 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) and viability was measured by flow cytometry after immunostaining of mRECs with 7-aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD; BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA). A total of 10,000 events were counted for each sample. Results were analyzed by FlowJo 7.6 and/or NovoExpress.

**NE-induced Apoptosis of Retinal Endothelial Cells**

Primary mouse retinal endothelial cells (Cell Biologics, Chicago, IL, USA) were set up at a density of 100,000 per well in a 6-well plate with culture medium per vendor instructions. The medium was changed every other day for 3 days. When cells reached 80% to 90% confluence, human NE (Innovative Research, Novi, MI, USA) was added to the medium at 50 nmol/L concentration and incubated for 1, 6, and 12 hours. After the indicated times, endothelial cells were removed and labeled with an antibody against CD31 (BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA). An Annexin V apoptosis detection kit (Stem Cell Technologies, Seattle, WA, USA) was used to evaluate early apoptosis. Cells were stained also with 7-AAD to identify late-stage apoptosis and necrosis. Viability was measured by flow cytometry as described in the previous section. A total of 10,000 events were counted for each sample. Results were analyzed by NovoExpress and graphed as reported in the literature.

**Retinal Superoxide**

Retinas from animals were analyzed for superoxide production as previously described. Briefly, retinas were placed in 0.2 mL of Krebs/HEPES buffer and allowed to equilibrate in the dark at 37°C under 95% O2/5% CO2 conditions for 20 minutes. To each tube, 0.5 nM lucigenin was added and incubated at 37°C for an additional 10 minutes before having the photon emission detected by a luminometer (Analytical Luminescence Laboratory, San Diego, CA, USA). Retinal protein was quantified, and the luminescence expressed per mg of protein.
Western Blot Analysis

Retinal homogenates were subjected to Western blot analysis as reported by us previously. Briefly, murine retinas were isolated and sonicated in RIPA buffer (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA). Lysates were collected by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C. Protein concentration was estimated using Bradford assay. All samples were mixed with Laemmli sample buffer and boiled for 5 minutes. Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes for immuno-blotting. Antibodies against inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS, 1:500 dilution; Proteintech Group, Rosemont, IL, USA), phospho-IκB and IκB (1:500 and 1:1000 dilution respectively; Cell Signaling, Dallas, TX, USA) were used.

Quantitative Real-Time PCR

Total RNA was isolated from mouse retina using PureLink RNA Mini kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. A total of 400 ng RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit. Quantitative real-time PCR was performed using FastStart Universal SYBR Green Master (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) on an ABI Step OnePlus Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA, USA). Experiments were performed in duplicate. PCR conditions were 400 nmol primer for 10 minutes at 95°C, 44 cycles of 15 seconds at 95°C, and at 57°C for 30 seconds. The fold-change expression of target genes was calculated using the 2−ΔΔCt fold-change formula normalized to β-actin. The following primer sets were used: ICAM-1 forward (5′→3′)TAGGTCGATGCACAACTGGGTGAA, ICAM-1 reverse (5′→3′)TCTTTGACGCTCGGA ACTGTAGCA, and iNOS reverse (5′→3′)CAGCACCGTGAATGTGATCT, iNOS forward (5′→3′)GATTCCATACCCAAGAAGGAAGGCTG and β-actin forward (5′→3′)ATCACCGTGATTCCGTTCCC and β-actin reverse (5′→3′)CAGGCACCGTGAAATGATGATCT, iNOS forward (5′→3′)TCTTTTGACGCTCGGAACTGTAGCA, and iNOS reverse (5′→3′)TAGGTCGATGCACAACTGGGTGAA, β-actin forward (5′→3′)GATTTCCATACCCAGAAGGAAAGGCTG and β-actin reverse (5′→3′)AGCTGAAGGGAAATCGTGCGT.

Protease Activity Assay

Leukocytes or plasma isolated from 2 months diabetic animals or from nondiabetic controls were incubated in 96 well plates with elastase substrate following the EnzChek Elastase Assay Kit protocol (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). Samples were incubated with or without NE inhibitor (sivelestat; 100 μM) for 20, 40, 60, and 80 minutes at room temperature protected from light. Fluorescence intensity was measured in a fluorescence microplate reader equipped with standard fluorescence filters. For each time point, correction for background fluorescence was performed by subtracting the value derived from the no-cell control.

Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay

Mouse alpha-1 antitrypsin enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (Innovative Research, Novi, MI, USA; IRKTAH1147) was used for detecting and quantifying mouse AAT in the circulating plasma. Following the kit instructions, samples were prepared at a dilution of 1/1000, and the amount of AAT in the test samples was determined by absorbance at 450 nm, with the amount interpolated from a standard curve constructed standards after correction for sample dilution.

Quantification of Neutrophil Population by Flow Cytometry

Blood was drawn by cardiac puncture and leukocytes were immunostained for flow cytometry. Antibodies including PE-CF594 Rat Anti-Mouse CD45R, BV650 Rat Anti-Mouse CD11b, PE-Cy 7 Mouse Anti-Mouse NK-1.1, BV786 Rat Anti-Mouse CD4, BV786 Rat Anti-Mouse CD8a, BV421 Rat Anti-Mouse Ly-6C, and APC Rat Anti-Mouse Ly-6G were purchased from Becton Dickinson. Samples were incubated with BD Fc block for 15 minutes and then with antibodies in brilliant stain buffer for 30 minutes at 4°C. Cell populations were analyzed using a LSRII flow cytometer. CD11b positive, Ly6G positive, and Ly6C intermediate (CD11b+ Ly6G+ Ly6C−interm) cells were identified as neutrophils.

Diabetes-Induced Retinal Vascular Histopathology

Retinal capillary degeneration was assessed at 8 months of diabetes (10 months of age) as described previously. Briefly, eyes were removed and fixed in 10% formalin for at least 10 days. Next, retinas were isolated and digested in elastase pH 6.5 for 2 hours at 37°C followed by incubation of samples in 100 mM Tris buffer pH 8.5 at room temperature overnight. Retinal neurons were brushed away from the vasculature, and the cleaned vasculature was laid out on a glass microscope slide to dry. Samples were stained with hematoxylin and periodic acid-Schiff reagent. Capillary-sized vessel tubes having no nuclei along their length were counted as acellular capillaries in six-seven field areas around the mid-retina.

Quantitative Measurement of Leukostasis

The number of leukocytes adherent to the microvasculature was determined at 3 months of diabetes. After cardiac catheterization, anesthetized mice (100 mg/mL ketaset to 100 mg/mL xylazine ratio of 5:1) were exsanguinated by perfusion with PBS. Fluorescein-coupled concanavalin A lectin (20 µg/mL in PBS; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) was then infused as previously described. Flat-mounted retinas were viewed via fluorescence microscopy, and brightly fluorescent leukocytes were counted in the entire retina.

Statistical Analysis

Data between groups were analyzed by ANOVA followed by the Fisher post hoc tests. The P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Superoxide and co-culture data were normalized to controls because these assays can show day-to-day variations in absolute values, but relative differences between groups are maintained.

RESULTS

Animals

Based on HbA1c and blood glucose levels, diabetes was successfully induced in mice by serial injections of streptozotocin (STZ). Clinical data of nondiabetic (N), diabetic mice (D) with or without NE inhibitor treatment, and genetically modified mice are reported in Supplementary Table S1. There were significant differences between STZ-treated mice and nondiabetic control mice in HbA1c and body...
weight (BW). Neither genetic modifications nor pharmacologic treatments had an effect on HbA1c or BW compared with the WT diabetic control group. The Jackson Laboratory reports that C57BL/6J and C57BL/6NJ mice are acceptable controls for the Elane−/− mice, so we compared both strains with respect to the effect of diabetes on development of molecular abnormalities that have been implicated in the pathogenesis of the retinopathy. We did not find differences with regard to BW and blood glucose levels (Supplementary Table S1) between both strains. Similarly, diabetes-induced increase in retinal superoxide and expression of inflammatory proteins and leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity of retinal endothelial cells were comparable between the two strains (Supplementary Figs. S1A–D), suggesting that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly. Because the C57BL/6NJ mice carries the rd8 mutation,27 we subsequently determined that both strains respond to diabetes similarly.

We used EnzChek Elastase Assay kit to quantify NE activity in white blood cells (100,000 cells) and plasma (10 μL) isolated from non-diabetic and diabetic mice and found that in both types of samples protease activity was higher in diabetic animals when compared to non-diabetic animals (Fig. 1A). We also used an AAT ELISA kit to quantify the amount of the endogenous protease inhibitor AAT in the plasma from the same animals, and found that there was no significant difference between non-diabetic and diabetic groups (Fig. 1B). To determine if the increased protease activity observed in white blood cells (WBCs) from diabetic animals was mainly driven by NE, we used the same NE activity kit in the presence of sivelestat, an NE inhibitor, and found that independent of assay incubation time, the protease activity in WBCs from diabetic animals was totally inhibited (Fig. 1C), indicating that the increased protease activity measured in leukocyte samples from diabetic mice probably is due to the increased expression and/or release of NE, and not due to reduced levels of AAT in the plasma.

Endothelial Cytotoxicity Caused by Leukocytes and Neutrophils From Diabetic Mice Is Inhibited by Selective Deletion or Pharmacological Inhibition of NE, but not by Overexpression of hAAT

Previous studies from our group have shown that co-culture of leukocytes from diabetic animals or patients with retinal endothelial cells leads to death of the endothelial cells.28,29 We hypothesized that NE on the surface, or released from, neutrophils while in close contact with the retinal endothelium might have a cytotoxic effect on the endothelial cells. To test our hypothesis, we evaluated if acute exposure to NE blockers inhibited diabetes-induced leukocyte-mediated endothelial cytotoxicity. In all studies, we added leukocytes from diabetic animals (WT, Elane−/− or hAAT expressing mice) to endothelial cultures for 6 hours, and in some experiments a general protease inhibitor or sivelestat was added to the medium for the incubation duration, we then assessed endothelial cell death by flow cytometry (Fig. 2). We found that cytotoxicity to endothelial cells caused by leukocytes isolated from animals that were diabetic for 2 months was inhibited as a result of the addition of the general protease inhibitor or specific NE inhibitor (sivelestat) in the culture medium (see Fig. 2A). Leukocytes or neutrophils from diabetic Elane−/− mice showed a significant inhibition of the leukocyte- or neutrophil-mediated cytotoxicity to endothelial cells when compared to leukocytes or neutrophils from WT diabetic mice (see Figs. 2B, 2C). Leukocytes from diabetic hAAT+ mice did not inhibit the diabetes-induced leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity to endothelial cells (see Fig. 2B). Inhibition of neutrophil-mediated cytotoxicity to endothelial cells by genetic deletion of NE was also observed in long-term (8 months) diabetes (see Fig. 2D), indicating that NE derived from neutrophils of diabetic animals contributed to the cytotoxicity of endothelial cells.

The NE-Mediated Cytotoxicity of Retinal Endothelial Cells Involves Apoptosis

Apoptosis is a predominant form of endothelial cell death in diabetic retinas,30 then we investigated if the cytotoxicity
FIGURE 2. The diabetes-induced increase in cytotoxicity of leukocytes (A, B) or neutrophils (C, D) against retinal endothelial cells is mitigated by inhibition of proteases or NE in vitro for 6 hours or deletion of NE (Elane−/−). Damage to retinal endothelial cells was determined by flow cytometry. The duration of diabetes was 2 months in panels A to C or 8 months in panel D. The Y-axis legend in A and C applies for B and D graphs. N, nondiabetic; D, diabetic. Data are normalized to N and expressed as mean ± SD. Graphs represent the combined results of 2 to 3 experiments; n = 6–12 per group; P < 0.05 is significant.

FIGURE 3. Effect of human NE on mRECs apoptosis. (A) Plots along with gating strategies to determine early and late apoptosis in endothelial cells are depicted. Top panels – tunicamycin (10 μg/mL) was used as positive control to define the quadrants. FSC-H versus SSC-H dot plot (Main) are gated to eliminate debris and then singlet cell (Singles) was selected on FSC-A versus FSC-H. Endothelial cells were gated on CD31 to confirm cell population. Annexin V was used to determine apoptosis and 7-ADD was used to determine cell viability. Bottom panels – Representative flow dot plots from non-treated, hNE treated cells (50 nmol/L) and hNE plus GW311616A inhibitor (GW 150 μMol/L) with quadrants representing endothelial cells in various stages. (B) Early apoptosis is summarized in the graph. All conditions were performed in triplicates. Results are the combination of two experiments. Data are normalized to non-treated cells and expressed as mean ± SD, n = 6 per condition; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
driven by NE on retinal endothelial cells triggers this type of regulated cell death. Using mouse retinal endothelial cell cultures, human NE was added to the media with or without the irreversible NE inhibitor GW311616A and incubated for 1, 6, and 12 hours. We found that human NE significantly increased endothelial cell apoptosis in vitro, and administration of GW311616A was able to completely abolish the effect at 6 and 12 hours (Fig. 3). Although we also found a small percentage of unregulated cell death (necrosis), this was not modified by the addition of the NE inhibitor at any time point, suggesting that this type of cell death was secondary to other factors besides NE.

The Diabetes-Induced Increase in Retinal Superoxide, Expression of Inflammatory Proteins, Leukostasis, and Capillary Degeneration are Inhibited in Diabetic Elane−/− Mice

Retinal production of superoxide and induction of inflammatory proteins have been implicated in the pathogenesis
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FIGURE 5. Chimeric animals constructed to lack Elane only in bone marrow-derived cells successfully reduced expression of NE in leukocytes (A) and inhibited the diabetes-induced increase in leukocyte-mediated endothelial cell cytotoxicity (B) and in retinal superoxide (C). None of these changes were detected when only marrow-derived cells still expressed NE. The expression of NE was determined by Western blotting, leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity toward endothelial cells was quantitated by flow cytometry, and retinal superoxide was determined by lucigenin luminescence. WT N → WT N indicates nondiabetic WT controls in which WT marrow is injected into irradiated WT N animals. WT D → WT D indicates diabetic WT controls in which WT marrow is injected into irradiated WT D animals. WT D → Elane−/− D indicates mice in which marrow from WT diabetic mice is injected into irradiated diabetic Elane−/− mice. Elane−/− D → WT D indicates mice in which marrow from diabetic Elane−/− mice is injected into irradiated WT diabetic mice. The legend for the X axis in C applies also to A and B. Duration of diabetes was 3 months (duration after irradiation 2–3 months). Data are normalized to WT N → WT N and expressed as mean ± SD; n = 4 to 12 per group; P < 0.05 is significant.

Chimeric Mice Lacking NE Only From Myeloid-Derived Cells Were Protected From the Diabetes-induced Increase in Retinal Superoxide and Leukocyte-mediated Cytotoxicity to Endothelial Cells

To investigate if the observed contribution of NE to the diabetes-induced oxidative stress in the retina and leukocyte-mediated killing of endothelial cells was indeed due to leukocytes (as opposed to the potential induction of NE-like activity in non-myeloid cells in diabetes), NE-deficient chimeric mice were generated (see Fig. 5). In some diabetic mice (D), NE was deleted only from bone marrow-derived cells (WT D → Elane−/− D). The expression of NE was reduced in leukocytes (A) and endothelial cells (B) of diabetic WT mice, and NE-deficient mice were protected from diabetic increases in retinal superoxide (C). These data indicate that NE plays a significant role in the development of diabetic retinopathy.
mature-derived cells whereas the rest of the animal cells retained the NE activity (Elane<sup>-/-</sup> D → WT D), and, in other cases, NE was present only in the myeloid cells whereas the rest of the animal cells were NE-deficient (WT D → Elane<sup>-/-</sup> D). As expected, the expression of NE in myeloid cells isolated from Elane<sup>-/-</sup> D → WT D mice was significantly less than that in WT D → Elane<sup>-/-</sup> D mice and WT D → WT D mice at 2 months of diabetes (see Fig. 5A, Supplementary Fig. S2A). Consistent with earlier data demonstrating that diabetes increased leukocyte-mediated killing of retinal endothelial cells and retinal superoxide production in unirradiated WT mice, we found that diabetes (2 months duration) in WT D → WT D controls likewise significantly increased leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity of endothelial cells ex vivo (see Fig. 5B) and retinal superoxide production in vivo (see Fig. 5C). Incubation of freshly isolated leukocytes from Elane<sup>-/-</sup> D → WT D mice with retinal endothelial cells resulted in a significant inhibition of the cytotoxicity ex vivo and decreased retinal superoxide production in vivo, whereas these defects were not inhibited in chimeric diabetic mice in which only mature-derived cells contained NE. Thus, NE in myeloid cells is responsible for the adverse effects of diabetes on these molecular defects that contribute to the development of DR.

**The Circulating Neutrophil Population was Decreased in Non-Diabetic Elane<sup>-/-</sup> Mice, but not in Diabetic Elane<sup>-/-</sup> Mice**

It has been reported that Elane mutations cause neutropenia in patients, so flow cytometry was used to quantify the effect of Elane<sup>-/-</sup> on circulating neutrophils in mice. Flow cytometry plots along with gating strategies for neutrophils in the blood of different mouse models are provided in Figure 6. Consistent with prior reports, diabetes of 8 months duration in both control and Elane<sup>-/-</sup> mice caused a significant increase in the fraction of leukocytes represented by neutrophils, and non-diabetic Elane<sup>-/-</sup> mice showed a reduction in the fraction of circulating neutrophils (see Fig. 6 bottom panels and graph). Surprisingly, however, the neutrophil fraction was not subnormal in diabetic Elane<sup>-/-</sup> mice. Neutrophil population is reported as percentage of total leukocytes in Figure 6, but even if neutrophils are reported in absolute numbers, there was not a significant difference between the WT nondiabetic and the diabetic Elane<sup>-/-</sup> group (2.8 ± 1.0, 4.3 ± 0.8, 2.2 ± 1.5, and 2.8 ± 1.7 neutrophils × 10<sup>5</sup>/mL for nondiabetic and diabetic WT, and nondiabetic and diabetic Elane<sup>-/-</sup> mice, respectively; n = 6 per group).

**The Diabetes-Induced Increase of Retinal Superoxide Production, Inflammatory Proteins and Leukocyte-Mediated Cytotoxicity to Endothelial Cells are Inhibited by Daily Administration of NE Inhibitors**

The genetic deletion of NE is not a suitable therapeutic option to treat DR in patients, so we further investigated if the molecular defects studied above could be inhibited using pharmacologic agents. Daily administration of three different NE inhibitors – sivelestat, GW311616A, and alvelestat – for 2 months to diabetic animals each inhibited the diabetes-induced increase in retinal superoxide, the expression of inflammatory proteins ICAM-1 and iNOS, the altered production in vivo, whereas these defects were not inhibited in chimeric diabetic mice in which only mature-derived cells contained NE. Thus, NE in myeloid cells is responsible for the adverse effects of diabetes on these molecular defects that contribute to the development of DR.
Pharmacologic inhibition of NE mitigates diabetes-induced abnormalities in retinal superoxide (A) and expression of pro-inflammatory proteins (B–D), as well as leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity to retinal endothelial cells (E). Sivelestat was administered IP daily at a dosage of 0.3 or 2.0 mg/kg/day. Similar results were shown in diabetic mice treated with other two NE inhibitors – GW311616A (GW) at a dosage of 4 mg/kg/injection twice a week and alvelestat (Alv) at a dosage of 2 mg/kg/day (F–I). Total duration of diabetes was 10 weeks, drug treatment was 8 weeks. Data are expressed as mean ± SD. Graphs represent the combined results of 2 to 3 experiments; n = 4 to 8 per group; P < 0.05 is significant.

We found that the diabetes-induced increase in retinal capillary degeneration was significantly (although partially) inhibited in Elane−/− mice, suggesting that proteases released from circulating cells play a previously unrecognized role in the development of DR, and that NE is an important contributor to the degeneration of retinal capillaries. Such contribution was confirmed in experiments incubating leukocytes or neutrophils from experimental animals with mRECs. We observed that the cytotoxic effect of the leukocytes from diabetic mice was significantly inhibited by acutely adding a selective NE inhibitor into the media.

DISCUSSION

Neutrophils and other granulocytes have previously been implicated in the pathogenesis of DR, and their ability to kill microvascular endothelial cells in vitro likely contribute to the retinal capillary degeneration observed in diabetes. In an effort to identify the mechanism by which circulating neutrophils exert this action, we focused on NE, a serine protease released by neutrophils. In the current study, we found that the enzymatic activity of NE was greater than normal in circulating leukocytes and plasma from diabetic animals. This increase in activity was not due to a reduction in the amount of circulating AAT, although remains possible that the functional activity of AAT in diabetes is impaired.

We found that the diabetes-induced increase in retinal capillary degeneration was significantly (although partially) inhibited in Elane−/− mice, suggesting that proteases released from circulating cells play a previously unrecognized role in the development of DR, and that NE is an important contributor to the degeneration of retinal capillaries. Such contribution was confirmed in experiments incubating leukocytes or neutrophils from experimental animals with mRECs. We observed that the cytotoxic effect of the leukocytes from diabetic mice was significantly inhibited by acutely adding a selective NE inhibitor into the media.
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Inhibition of the leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity to mRECs was demonstrated also in diabetic Elane+/− mice, but not in hAAT+ mice, indicating that the leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity in diabetes depends on NE, but not on proteases in general.

Previously, it has been reported that serine proteases cause oxidative stress in cells, and that AAT inhibits the oxidative stress in pre-eclampsia. Thus, the increase in oxidative stress in diabetic animals expressing hAAT+ was unexpected. Perhaps, the protease inhibitory activity of AAT was decreased due to nonenzymatic glycation in diabetes. Furthermore, it has been reported that cell surface-bound NE remains catalytically active and remarkably resistant to inhibition by naturally occurring proteinase inhibitors, especially that fraction in the cleft between the surface of neutrophils might interact with (and damage) the surface of endothelial cells in diabetes without being inhibited by circulating protease inhibitors. The NE that does interact with the endothelial cell surface can proteolytically damage the endothelial cell surface, and can even enter endothelial cells where its proteolytic actions (that can trigger apoptosis) likely would be unrestrained. This NE-based mechanism for capillary damage in diabetes is consistent with prior evidence that the retinal capillary degeneration is inhibited in diabetic animals in which leukocytes cannot bind to adhesion molecules on endothelial cells due to the presence of neutrophil inhibitory factor or to a deficiency of ICAM-1 or CD-18.3,44

In the current study, we also found that leukostasis was significantly increased in WT diabetic mice, but not in Elane−/− diabetic mice, suggesting that NE can influence leukocyte adherence to the retinal endothelium in diabetes. ICAM-1 is the adhesion molecule that plays a major role in leukocyte adhesion to endothelial cells, and our data shows that inhibiting or eliminating NE mitigates the diabetes-mediated increase of ICAM-1 expression in the retina. Significant variability of ICAM-1 expression was observed between the animals of different study groups, and although we do not know why this occurs, it is possible that the nature of the in vivo model leads to hyperglycemia fluctuations during the day between and in the diabetic animal itself and such difference might impact the expression of ICAM-1 directly. In addition, the circadian pattern in the expression of ICAM-1 might contribute to the observed variability. In any case, this is an intriguing observation that requires additional investigation.

Multiple studies have reported that NE is generated by neutrophils, but mRNA for the elastase also has been detected in monocytes and mast cells. It was not clear if diabetes might induce other cells in the body to express NE, so we generated chimeric mice to evaluate the possible contribution of nonmyeloid cells in the body to the NE-mediated alteration in diabetes. Our studies demonstrated that diabetes increased retinal superoxide and leukocyte-mediated killing of endothelial cells when NE was present in myeloid-derived cells but not in the rest of the body, whereas diabetes did not cause these abnormalities if myeloid cells lacked NE. These data suggest that only myeloid-derived cells are causing the NE-mediated abnormalities detected in retinas of diabetic mice. How leukocytes regulate retinal oxidative stress in diabetes is not known.

Studies have reported that mutations of the Elane gene cause congenital neutropenia and cyclic neutropenia in patients. Because we have shown that neutrophils contribute to the development of DR, it seemed possible that beneficial reduction in capillary degeneration in elastase-deficient mice might have been due merely to fewer neutrophils. To examine this possibility, we measured the neutrophil population (CD11b+Ly6G+Ly6Cinterm) in the circulating blood by flow cytometry. Compared to appropriate nondiabetic control, diabetes increased the fraction of leukocytes that expressed markers for neutrophils in both WT and Elane−/− mice, and we saw a reduction of neutrophils in the non-diabetic Elane+/− mice. Interestingly, however, this neutrophenia did not develop in diabetic Elane−/− mice. The mechanism by which NE influences the number of neutrophils in the circulation remains under investigation but might involve a role of NE in mobilization of the cells from the bone marrow. Nevertheless, the beneficial effect of NE deletion on the inhibition of retinal capillary degeneration and other molecular changes in the retina induced by diabetes in our experiments apparently was not due to a reduction in the number of cytotoxic neutrophils in the circulation.

Genetic deletion of Elane is not likely to be adopted as a therapeutic option to inhibit DR, so we investigated whether we could reproduce the beneficial effects of NE deletion by pharmacological inhibition of NE. In 2-month studies of diabetic mice, administration of sivelestat (either systemically or locally via eye drops) or other NE inhibitors (GW311616A and alvelestat) significantly inhibited the diabetes-induced increase in retinal superoxide. In addition, the increased expression of inflammatory proteins in the retina, and leukocyte-mediated cytotoxicity to endothelial cells were also inhibited in diabetic mice treated with sivelestat, GW311616A, and alvelestat. Thus, pharmacologic inhibition of NE is a meaningful therapeutic target for future studies related to DR.

In summary, NE plays an important role in capillary degeneration in the early stage of DR, as well as in the diabetes-induced retinal oxidative stress and inflammation that contribute to the development of the retinopathy. These findings have important implications for inhibition of NE as a potential therapy to inhibit DR and possibly other
neutrophil elastase and early diabetic retinopathy
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